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File Structures An Object Oriented
Approach With C Michael J Folk
This book provides the conceptual tools to build file structures
that can be quickly and efficiently accessed. It teaches good
design judgment through an approach that puts the "handson" work of constructing and running programs at the center
of the learning process. This best-selling book has been
thoroughly updated. It includes timely coverage of file
structures in a UNIX environment in addition to a new and
substantial appendix on CD-ROM. All former programs in C and
Pascal have been updated to ANSI C and Turbo Pascal 6.0.
0201557134B04062001
The making of a standard; The goals of persistence; The OMG
object model; Introduction to IDL; The interfaces of
persistence; The application developer perspective; The object
implementor perspective; The datastore vendor perspective;
The vision.
Market_Desc: · Advanced Undergraduate and Graduate
Students in Computer Science About The Book: This book
introduces the many and powerful data structures for
representing information physically (in contrast to a database
management system that represents information with logical
structures). It covers specialized data structures, and explains
how to choose the appropriate algorithm or data structure for
the job at hand. The four sections treat primary file
organizations, bit level and related structures, tree structures,
and file sorting. Opening chapters cover sequential file
organization, direct file organization, indexed sequential file
organization, bits of information, secondary key retrieval, and
bits and hashing. Following chapters cover binary tree
structures, B-trees and derivatives, hashing techniques for
expandable files, other tree structures, more on secondary key
retrieval, sorting, and applying file structures. It contains
pseudocode, or an outline in English, for most algorithms.
A comprehensive Java guide, with samples, exercises,
casestudies, and step-by-step instruction Beginning Java
Programming: The Object Oriented Approachis a
straightforward resource for getting started with one of
theworld's most enduringly popular programming languages.
Based onclasses taught by the authors, the book starts with
the basics andgradually builds into more advanced concepts.
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The approach utilizesan integrated development environment
that allows readers toimmediately apply what they learn, and
includes step-by-stepinstruction with plenty of sample
programs. Each chapter containsexercises based on real-world
business and educational scenarios,and the final chapter uses
case studies to combine several conceptsand put readers' new
skills to the test. Beginning Java Programming: The Object
Oriented Approachprovides both the information and the tools
beginners need todevelop Java skills, from the general
concepts of object-orientedprogramming. Learn to: Understand
the Java language and object-oriented conceptimplementation
Use Java to access and manipulate external data Make
applications accessible to users with GUIs Streamline workflow
with object-oriented patterns The book is geared for those who
want to use Java in an appliedenvironment while learning at
the same time. Useful as either acourse text or a stand-alone
self-study program, Beginning JavaProgramming is a thorough,
comprehensive guide.
A Modular Structured Approach Using C++
Java for Artists
Analysis, Design, and Implementation
ADA Plus Data Structures
Object-Oriented Programming under Windows
Developing with PDF
This book provides a concrete demonstration of how metaclasses can be used to increase
productivity and reusability in object-oriented programming. A C++-based language for
programming metaclasses according to the authors' model is presented and then used
throughout the book, allowing the reader to understand the utility and importance of
metaclasses within the overall context of object-oriented programming. In addition, this
book.
Beginning C# Object-Oriented Programming brings you into the modern world of
development as you master the fundamentals of programming with C# and learn to
develop efficient, reusable, elegant code through the object-oriented programming (OOP)
methodology. Take your skills out of the 20th century and into this one with Dan Clark's
accessible, quick-paced guide to C# and object-oriented programming, completely
updated for .NET 4.0 and C# 4.0. As you develop techniques and best practices for coding
in C#, one of the world's most popular contemporary languages, you'll experience
modeling a “real world” application through a case study, allowing you to see how both C#
and OOP (a methodology you can use with any number of languages) come together to
make your code reusable, modern, and efficient. With more than 30 fully hands-on
activities, you'll discover how to transform a simple model of an application into a fullyfunctional C# project, including designing the user interface, implementing the business
logic, and integrating with a relational database for data storage. Along the way, you will
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explore the .NET Framework, the creation of a Windows-based user interface, a webbased user interface, and service-oriented programming, all using Microsoft's industryleading Visual Studio 2010, C#, Silverlight, the Entity Framework, and more.
Nwely updated to include new calls and techniques introduced in Versions 2.2 and 2.4 of
the Linux kernel, a definitive resource for those who want to support computer peripherals
under the Linux operating system explains how to write a driver for a broad spectrum of
devices, including character devices, network interfaces, and block devices. Original.
(Intermediate)
”Demystifies object-oriented programming, and lays out how to use it to design truly
secure and performant applications.” —Charles Soetan, Plum.io Key Features Dozens of
techniques for writing object-oriented code that’s easy to read, reuse, and maintain Write
code that other programmers will instantly understand Design rules for constructing
objects, changing and exposing state, and more Examples written in an instantly familiar
pseudocode that’s easy to apply to Java, Python, C#, and any object-oriented language
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from
Manning Publications. About The Book Well-written object-oriented code is easy to read,
modify, and debug. Elevate your coding style by mastering the universal best practices for
object design presented in this book. These clearly presented rules, which apply to any OO
language, maximize the clarity and durability of your codebase and increase productivity
for you and your team. In Object Design Style Guide, veteran developer Matthias Noback
lays out design rules for constructing objects, defining methods, and much more. All
examples use instantly familiar pseudocode, so you can follow along in the language you
prefer. You’ll go case by case through important scenarios and challenges for object
design and then walk through a simple web application that demonstrates how different
types of objects can work together effectively. What You Will Learn Universal design
rules for a wide range of objects Best practices for testing objects A catalog of common
object types Changing and exposing state Test your object design skills with exercises
This Book Is Written For For readers familiar with an object-oriented language and basic
application architecture. About the Author Matthias Noback is a professional web
developer with nearly two decades of experience. He runs his own web development,
training, and consultancy company called “Noback’s Office.” Table of Contents: 1 ¦
Programming with objects: A primer 2 ¦ Creating services 3 ¦ Creating other objects 4 ¦
Manipulating objects 5 ¦ Using objects 6 ¦ Retrieving information 7 ¦ Performing tasks 8 ¦
Dividing responsibilities 9 ¦ Changing the behavior of services 10 ¦ A field guide to objects
11 ¦ Epilogue
Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software
Beyond Object-oriented Databases
Your Hands-On Guide to C++ Programming, with Special Emphasis on Design, Testing,
and Reuse
A New Dimension in Object-oriented Programming
Best Practices for Development
Python Object-Oriented Programming
The Object-Oriented Thought Process Third Edition Matt Weisfeld An introduction to
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object-oriented concepts for developers looking to master modern application
practices. Object-oriented programming (OOP) is the foundation of modern
programming languages, including C++, Java, C#, and Visual Basic .NET. By designing
with objects rather than treating the code and data as separate entities, OOP allows
objects to fully utilize other objects’ services as well as inherit their functionality. OOP
promotes code portability and reuse, but requires a shift in thinking to be fully
understood. Before jumping into the world of object-oriented programming languages,
you must first master The Object-Oriented Thought Process. Written by a developer for
developers who want to make the leap to object-oriented technologies as well as
managers who simply want to understand what they are managing, The Object-Oriented
Thought Process provides a solution-oriented approach to object-oriented
programming. Readers will learn to understand object-oriented design with inheritance
or composition, object aggregation and association, and the difference between
interfaces and implementations. Readers will also become more efficient and better
thinkers in terms of object-oriented development. This revised edition focuses on
interoperability across various technologies, primarily using XML as the communication
mechanism. A more detailed focus is placed on how business objects operate over
networks, including client/server architectures and web services. “Programmers who
aim to create high quality software–as all programmers should–must learn the varied
subtleties of the familiar yet not so familiar beasts called objects and classes. Doing so
entails careful study of books such as Matt Weisfeld’s The Object-Oriented Thought
Process.” –Bill McCarty, author of Java Distributed Objects, and Object-Oriented Design
in Java Matt Weisfeld is an associate professor in business and technology at
Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland, Ohio. He has more than 20 years of
experience as a professional software developer, project manager, and corporate trainer
using C++, Smalltalk, .NET, and Java. He holds a BS in systems analysis, an MS in
computer science, and an MBA in project management. Weisfeld has published many
articles in major computer trade magazines and professional journals.
Provides a straightforward and practical approach to object-oriented concepts,
analysis, design and programming for students on Higher National and degree courses.
Object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) has over the years, become a vast field,
encompassing such diverse topics as design process and principles, documentation
tools, refactoring, and design and architectural patterns. For most students the learning
experience is incomplete without implementation. This new textbook provides a
comprehensive introduction to OOAD. The salient points of its coverage are: • A sound
footing on object-oriented concepts such as classes, objects, interfaces, inheritance,
polymorphism, dynamic linking, etc. • A good introduction to the stage of requirements
analysis. • Use of UML to document user requirements and design. • An extensive
treatment of the design process. • Coverage of implementation issues. • Appropriate
use of design and architectural patterns. • Introduction to the art and craft of
refactoring. • Pointers to resources that further the reader’s knowledge. All the main
case-studies used for this book have been implemented by the authors using Java. The
text is liberally peppered with snippets of code, which are short and fairly selfexplanatory and easy to read. Familiarity with a Java-like syntax and a broad
understanding of the structure of Java would be helpful in using the book to its full
potential.
PDF is becoming the standard for digital documents worldwide, but it’s not easy to
learn on your own. With capabilities that let you use a variety of images and text, embed
audio and video, and provide links and navigation, there’s a lot to explore. This
practical guide helps you understand how to work with PDF to construct your own
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documents, troubleshoot problems, and even build your own tools. You’ll also find best
practices for producing, manipulating, and consuming PDF documents. In addition, this
highly approachable reference will help you navigate the official (and complex) ISO
documentation. Learn how to combine PDF objects into a cohesive whole Use PDF’s
imaging model to create vector and raster graphics Integrate text, and become familiar
with fonts and glyphs Provide navigation within and between documents Use
annotations to overlay or incorporate additional content Build interactive forms with the
Widget annotation Embed related files such as multimedia, 3D content, and XML files
Use optional content to enable non-printing graphics Tag content with HTML-like
structures, including paragraphs and tables
Object-Oriented Information Engineering
Beginning Java Programming
An Agile Primer
File Structures: An Object-Oriented Approach with C++
The Object-Oriented Approach
Object-oriented Programming with C++

Object-Oriented Design and Programming with C++: Your Hands-On
Guide to C++ Programming, with Special Emphasis on Design,
Testing, and Reuse provides a list of software engineering
principles to guide the software development process. This book
presents the fundamentals of the C++ language. Organized into
two parts encompassing 10 chapters, this book begins with an
overview of C++ and describes object-oriented programming and
the history of C++. This text then introduces classes,
polymorphism, inheritance, and overloading. Other chapters
consider the C++ preprocessor and organization of class
libraries. This book discusses as well the scope rules, separate
compilation, class libraries, and their organization,
exceptions, browsers, and exception handling. The final chapter
deals with the design of a moderately complex system that
provides file system stimulation. This book is a valuable
resource for readers who are reasonably familiar with the C
programming language and want to understand the issues in objectoriented programming using C++.
Programming Fundamentals - A Modular Structured Approach using
C++ is written by Kenneth Leroy Busbee, a faculty member at
Houston Community College in Houston, Texas. The materials used
in this textbook/collection were developed by the author and
others as independent modules for publication within the
Connexions environment. Programming fundamentals are often
divided into three college courses: Modular/Structured, Object
Oriented and Data Structures. This textbook/collection covers
the rest of those three courses.
Data Structures & Theory of Computation
Object-Oriented Programming under Windows presents objectoriented programming (OOP) techniques that can be used in
Windows programming. The book is comprised of 15 chapters that
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tackle an area in OOP. Chapter 1 provides an introductory
discourse about OOP, and Chapter 2 covers the programming
languages. Chapter 3 deals with the Windows environment, while
Chapter 4 discusses the creation of application. Windows and
dialogue boxes, as well as controls and standard controls, are
tackled. The book then covers menus and event response. Graphics
operation, clipboard, bitmaps, icons, and cursors are also dealt
with. The book also tackles disk file access, and then discusses
the help file system. The last chapter covers data transfer. The
text will be of great use to individuals who want to write
Windows based programs.
File Structures : An Object-Oriented Approach with C++, 3/e
Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
The Object-Oriented Thought Process
Object-Oriented Design and Programming with C++
Object-Oriented Design And Patterns
Software Engineering for Limited Resources and Short Schedules
Cay Horstmann offers readers an effective means for mastering
computing concepts and developing strong design skills. This
book introduces object-oriented fundamentals critical to
designing software and shows how to implement design techniques.
The author's clear, hands-on presentation and outstanding
writing style help readers to better understand the material.· A
Crash Course in Java· The Object-Oriented Design Process·
Guidelines for Class Design· Interface Types and Polymorphism·
Patterns and GUI Programming· Inheritance and Abstract Classes·
The Java Object Model· Frameworks· Multithreading· More Design
Patterns
Software -- Software Engineering.
Praise for the first edition: "The well-written, comprehensive
book...[is] aiming to become a de facto reference for the
language and its features and capabilities. The pace is
appropriate for beginners; programming concepts are introduced
progressively through a range of examples and then used as tools
for building applications in various domains, including
sophisticated data structures and algorithms...Highly
recommended. Students of all levels, faculty, and
professionals/practitioners. —D. Papamichail, University of
Miami in CHOICE Magazine Mark Lewis’ Introduction to the Art of
Programming Using Scala was the first textbook to use Scala for
introductory CS courses. Fully revised and expanded, the new
edition of this popular text has been divided into two books.
Object-Orientation, Abstraction, and Data Structures Using
Scala, Second Edition is intended to be used as a textbook for a
second or third semester course in Computer Science. The Scala
programming language provides powerful constructs for expressing
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both object orientation and abstraction. This book provides
students with these tools of object orientation to help them
structure solutions to larger, more complex problems, and to
expand on their knowledge of abstraction so that they can make
their code more powerful and flexible. The book also illustrates
key concepts through the creation of data structures, showing
how data structures can be written, and the strengths and
weaknesses of each one. Libraries that provide the functionality
needed to do real programming are also explored in the text,
including GUIs, multithreading, and networking. The book is
filled with end-of-chapter projects and exercises, and the
authors have also posted a number of different supplements on
the book website. Video lectures for each chapter in the book
are also available on YouTube. The videos show construction of
code from the ground up and this type of "live coding" is
invaluable for learning to program, as it allows students into
the mind of a more experienced programmer, where they can see
the thought processes associated with the development of the
code. About the Authors Mark Lewis is an Associate Professor at
Trinity University. He teaches a number of different courses,
spanning from first semester introductory courses to advanced
seminars. His research interests included simulations and
modeling, programming languages, and numerical modeling of rings
around planets with nearby moons. Lisa Lacher is an Assistant
Professor at the University of Houston, Clear Lake with over 25
years of professional software development experience. She
teaches a number of different courses spanning from first
semester introductory courses to graduate level courses. Her
research interests include Computer Science Education, Agile
Software Development, Human Computer Interaction and Usability
Engineering, as well as Measurement and Empirical Software
Engineering.
The projects tackled by the software development industry have
grown in scale and complexity. Costs are increasing along with
the number of developers. Power bills for distributed projects
have reached the point where optimisations pay literal
dividends. Over the last 10 years, a software development
movement has gained traction, a movement founded in games
development. The limited resources and complexity of the
software and hardware needed to ship modern game titles demanded
a different approach. Data-oriented design is inspired by highperformance computing techniques, database design, and
functional programming values. It provides a practical
methodology that reduces complexity while improving performance
of both your development team and your product. Understand the
goal, understand the data, understand the hardware, develop the
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solution. This book presents foundations and principles helping
to build a deeper understanding of data-oriented design. It
provides instruction on the thought processes involved when
considering data as the primary detail of any project.
Practical Object-oriented Design in Ruby
Putting Metaclasses to Work
Data-Oriented Design
Readings in Object-oriented Database Systems
Object Design Style Guide
Applied Data Structures with C++

The Complete Guide to Writing More Maintainable, Manageable, Pleasing, and
Powerful Ruby Applications Ruby's widely admired ease of use has a downside: Too
many Ruby and Rails applications have been created without concern for their long-term
maintenance or evolution. The Web is awash in Ruby code that is now virtually
impossible to change or extend. This text helps you solve that problem by using powerful
real-world object-oriented design techniques, which it thoroughly explains using simple
and practical Ruby examples. Sandi Metz has distilled a lifetime of conversations and
presentations about object-oriented design into a set of Ruby-focused practices for
crafting manageable, extensible, and pleasing code. She shows you how to build new
applications that can survive success and repair existing applications that have become
impossible to change. Each technique is illustrated with extended examples, all
downloadable from the companion Web site,poodr.info. The first title to focus squarely
on object-oriented Ruby application design, Practical Object-Oriented Design in Ruby
will guide you to superior outcomes, whatever your previous Ruby experience. Novice
Ruby programmers will find specific rules to live by; intermediate Ruby programmers
will find valuable principles they can flexibly interpret and apply; and advanced Ruby
programmers will find a common language they can use to lead development and guide
their colleagues. This guide will help you Understand how object-oriented programming
can help you craft Ruby code that is easier to maintain and upgrade Decide what belongs
in a single Ruby class Avoid entangling objects that should be kept separate Define
flexible interfaces among objects Reduce programming overhead costs with duck typing
Successfully apply inheritance Build objects via composition Design cost-effective tests
Solve common problems associated with poorly designed Ruby code
Being familiar with object-oriented design is an essential part of programming in Python.
This new edition includes all the topics that made Python Object-Oriented Programming
an instant Packt classic. Moreover, it’s packed with updated content to reflect more
recent changes in the core Python libraries and cover modern third-party packages.
Java For Artists: The Art, Philosophy, and Science of Object-Oriented Programming is a
Java programming language text/tradebook that targets beginner and intermediate Java
programmers.
Appropriate for Introductory Computer Science (CS1) courses using C++ and
Introductory C++ programming courses found in Computer Science, Engineering, CIS,
MIS, and Business Departments. This accessible text emphasizes problem-solving
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techniques using the C++ language, with coverage that develops strong problem-solving
skills using problem abstraction and stepwise refinement through the "Programmer's
Algorithm." Staugaard first emphasizes the structured (procedural) paradigm, then
gradually advances to the object-oriented paradigm using object-oriented programming
"seed topics." This approach prepares students for in-depth coverage of classes and
objects presented later in the text, while building essential structured programming
concepts.
The Art, Philosophy, and Science of Object-oriented Programming
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Python
Object Persistence
Design Patterns
An Object-oriented Approach with C++
Structured and Object-oriented Problem Solving Using C++
Fundamentals of objet-oriented databases; Object-oriented fundamentals; Semantic data
models and persistent languages; Object-oriented database systems; Implementation;
Transaction processing; Special features; Relational extensions and extensible databases;
Interfaces; Applications.
This second edition has been thoroughly updated to instruct readers on the design of fast and
flexible file structures. It includes coverage of file structures in a UNIX environment, in addition
to a new and substantial appendix on CD-ROM. Other modern file structures such as extendible
hashing methods are also explored. This book develops a framework for approaching the
design of systems to store and retrieve information on magnetic disks and other mass storage
devices. It provides a fundamental collection of tools that any user needs in order to design
intelligent, cost-effective, and appropriate solutions to file structure problems.
This textbook teaches introductory data structures.
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Python takes the journeyman Pythonista to true expertise. More than
any other language, Python was created with the philosophy of simplicity and parsimony. Now
25 years old, Python has become the primary or secondary language (after SQL) for many
business users. With popularity comes diversity—and possibly dilution. This guide,
collaboratively written by over a hundred members of the Python community, describes best
practices currently used by package and application developers. Unlike other books for this
audience, The Hitchhiker’s Guide is light on reusable code and heavier on design philosophy,
directing the reader to excellent sources that already exist.
Object-Oriented Data Structures Using Java
An Introduction
Dive Into the Portable Document Format
An Object-oriented Approach
Python 3 Object-oriented Programming
Programming Fundamentals

Unleash the power of Python 3 objects About This Book Stop writing scripts and start
architecting programs Learn the latest Python syntax and libraries A practical, hands-on
tutorial that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in
Python 3 Who This Book Is For If you're new to object-oriented programming
techniques, or if you have basic Python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to
correctly apply object-oriented programming in Python to design software, this is the
book for you. What You Will Learn Implement objects in Python by creating classes and
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defining methods Separate related objects into a taxonomy of classes and describe the
properties and behaviors of those objects via the class interface Extend class functionality
using inheritance Understand when to use object-oriented features, and more importantly
when not to use them Discover what design patterns are and why they are different in
Python Uncover the simplicity of unit testing and why it's so important in Python Grasp
common concurrency techniques and pitfalls in Python 3 Exploit object-oriented
programming in key Python technologies such as Kivy and Django. Object-oriented
programming concurrently with asyncio In Detail Python 3 is more versatile and easier to
use than ever. It runs on all major platforms in a huge array of use cases. Coding in
Python minimizes development time and increases productivity in comparison to other
languages. Clean, maintainable code is easy to both read and write using Python's clear,
concise syntax. Object-oriented programming is a popular design paradigm in which data
and behaviors are encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together.
Many modern programming languages utilize the powerful concepts behind objectoriented programming and Python is no exception. Starting with a detailed analysis of
object-oriented analysis and design, you will use the Python programming language to
clearly grasp key concepts from the object-oriented paradigm. This book fully explains
classes, data encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, abstraction, and exceptions with
an emphasis on when you can use each principle to develop well-designed software.
You'll get an in-depth analysis of many common object-oriented design patterns that are
more suitable to Python's unique style. This book will not just teach Python syntax, but
will also build your confidence in how to program. You will also learn how to create
maintainable applications by studying higher level design patterns. Following this, you'll
learn the complexities of string and file manipulation, and how Python distinguishes
between binary and textual data. Not one, but two very powerful automated testing
systems will be introduced in the book. After you discover the joy of unit testing and just
how easy it can be, you'll study higher level libraries such as database connectors and
GUI toolkits and learn how they uniquely apply object-oriented principles. You'll learn
how these principles will allow you to make greater use of key members of the Python
eco-system such as Django and Kivy. This new edition includes all the topics that made
Python 3 Object-oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. It's also packed with
updated content to reflect recent changes in the core Python library and covers modern
third-party packages that were not available on the Python 3 platform when the book was
first published. Style and approach Throughout the book you will learn key objectoriented programming techniques demonstrated by comprehensive case studies in the
context of a larger project.
The design and analysis of efficient data structures has long been recognized as a key
component of the Computer Science curriculum. Goodrich, Tomassia and Goldwasser's
approach to this classic topic is based on the object-oriented paradigm as the framework
of choice for the design of data structures. For each ADT presented in the text, the
authors provide an associated Java interface. Concrete data structures realizing the ADTs
are provided as Java classes implementing the interfaces. The Java code implementing
fundamental data structures in this book is organized in a single Java package,
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net.datastructures. This package forms a coherent library of data structures and
algorithms in Java specifically designed for educational purposes in a way that is
complimentary with the Java Collections Framework.
Object-Oriented Information Engineering: Analysis, Design, and Implementation
discusses design, both its object-oriented and traditional development and analysis, on
which the book gives much focus. The book begins with an introduction to information
engineering and its phases, object-oriented information engineering, and object
orientation. The text then moves on to more specific topics, such as business information
requirements; detailed object modeling; business functions and subject areas; and
individual object behaviors and object interactions. The book also explains the integration
and validation of analysis models; object structure designs; and system designs and its
different applications. The text is recommended for undergraduates and practitioners of
computer and/or information engineers who want to learn more about object-oriented
design, its relation with traditional design, and its analysis. The book is also for those
who wish to contribute and conduct further studies in the field of object-oriented design.
This book teaches design by putting the hands-on work of constructing and running
programs at the center of the learning process. By following the many programming
examples included in the book and in the exercise sets, readers will gain a significant
understanding of object-oriented techniques and will see how C++ can be an effective
software development tool. HIGHLIGHTS *Presents file structures techniques, including
direct access I/O, buffer packing and unpacking, indexing, cosequential processing, Btrees, and external hashing. *Includes extensive coverage of secondary storage devices,
including disk, tape, and CD-ROM. *Covers the practice of object-oriented design and
programming with complete implementations in C++. Every line of code in the book has
been tested on a variety of C++ systems and is available on the Internet. *Develops a
collection of C++ classes that provide a framework for solving file structure problems.
*Includes class definitions, sample applications and programming problems and
exercises, making this book a valuable learning and reference tool. ** Instructors
materials are available from your sales rep. If you do not know your local sales
representative, p
Open Data Structures
File Structures
Linux Device Drivers
File Structures: An Object-Oriented Approach with C++ (Pearson Reprint)(Paperback)
An Object-oriented, Approach with C++.
Beginning C# Object-Oriented Programming
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